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Executive Summary
In 2019, Environment Southland worked to determine the community’s values and objectives for
Southland’s freshwater.
Determining the community’s values and objectives is a key requirement in the National Policy
Statement for Freshwater Management 2014 (amended 2017) (NPS-FM), and all regional councils
must undertake this.
From this work, a package of values and draft freshwater objectives has been developed, being
drawn from two key sources of information:
1.
2.

regional plans and other statutory planning documents, which contain the outputs of previous
discussions about what is important to Southland communities in relation to the region’s
waterways and what should be aimed for; and
the Share your Wai community engagement campaign undertaken between November 2018
and May 2019 to:
(i)
confirm the Southland-wide freshwater values contained in regional plans and other
statutory planning documents;
(ii)
determine whether there are any differing community values (additional or absent) at a
catchment scale or smaller sub-catchment scale;
(iii) provide material to sense-check draft freshwater objectives;
(iv) collate information which may inform the future processes and other workstreams
within the People, Water and Land programme 1 (see 2.1 below).

This report provides an overview of the community engagement campaign outlined in 2. above.
The workstream is best described in two phases. The first phase details the initial information
gathering work that was completed, the results of which fed into the second phase: the
development of the Share Your Wai campaign.
Phase 1 was aimed at setting a strong basis for the campaign and wider workstream by looking at
data that was already available on values and engagement methods. We also aimed to build internal
capacity to help cement Environment Southland’s engagement style and develop a wider network
within Environment Southland of staff interested in this area.
Following a review of the “information gathering” phase, a comprehensive engagement plan was
designed for phase 2 to incorporate the key learnings and recommendations. A key outcome of this
was the establishment of the Share your Wai campaign.
When developing this campaign, we acknowledged what the research in phase 1 told us: that for the
results to truly reflect residents’ values we needed to go to our audiences (rather than expecting
them to come to us), find ways to connect more with those that do not normally engage
(e.g. younger people and lower socio-economic groups) and use a hands-on activity wherever
possible.
An engagement plan reflecting these learnings was developed. We selected community events
where we knew there would be a diverse range of people attending e.g. A & P shows are often
The People, Water and Land programme is an integrated approach to managing freshwater in Southland, incorporating
change within communities and a regulatory framework to improve our land and water.

1
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dubbed “where the country meets the town” and a mix of age, gender and ethnicity attending. The
presence at supermarkets and the likes of Mitre 10 Mega was a chance to be where a mix of
socio-economic groups would be present. Where possible, we used a table with a large map of
Southland on it to incorporate an “active” element to the engagement.
Over the engagement campaign period from December 2018 to March 2019, staff and councillors
attended 40 community events to engage Southlanders in conversations about what they want for
the region’s waterways.
A total of 1,026 people completed the survey, with staff estimating that at least another one to two
people took part in the interactive map table exercise for every survey completed. In addition, there
were around 100 entries in an art/photo competition.
Following the engagement campaign period, more in-depth conversations were conducted with
people in various locations around the region in focus groups. These sessions provided another layer
of information to be used in the development of the values and draft objectives package.
Key learnings have emerged from the campaign that will assist in further establishing the
Environment Southland engagement style and building on for future engagement campaigns. Most
of the key learnings are centred on things that happen prior to any actual engagement takes place.
Setting the campaign up well from the outset is critical to its success.
Relation to other reports
This report is one of several reports delivering outputs of the “Values and Objectives” workstream
under Environment Southland’s People Water and Land Programme (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: The sequence of reports written for the Values and Objectives workstream – this report
is number 2.
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1.

Background

To manage freshwater across New Zealand, the National Policy Statement for Freshwater
Management 2014 (amended 2017) (NPS-FM) requires regional councils to set freshwater objectives
and limits in their regional plans. This policy statement includes a national objectives framework,
which sets out the measures by which improvements can be made, and broadly outlines the process
for deciding on the measures by working through four key steps - Values – Freshwater Objectives –
Limit setting – Methods.
The framework firstly requires regional councils to establish what values apply to the freshwater
bodies in their region. This must include the two compulsory national values of ecosystem and
human health, plus any other national or local values the community identifies. 2 Councils must then
establish freshwater objectives for those values.
Freshwater objectives must be set using every attribute (measure) in Appendix 2 of the NPS-FM (as
they are all linked to the two compulsory values – human health and ecosystem health), and any
other attributes that are appropriate for supporting the full range of values the community holds for
waterways in their region 3. Freshwater objectives describe the intended environmental state of
freshwater that would provide for a value. For example, the levels of algae that provide for
ecosystem health.
To fulfil the requirements in the NPS-FM and understand what our community wants for their rivers,
lakes, streams and estuaries, Environment Southland has developed the People, Water and Land
Programme (see 1.1 below). Within this programme is the values and objectives workstream, which
covers these two steps – the values and freshwater objectives. The limit setting and methods steps
are covered by other workstreams within the People, Water and Land Programme.
Limits must be established that will achieve the freshwater objective. A limit is the maximum
amount of “resource use” that is possible, while still meeting the freshwater objective over time.
Methods describe the actions required to achieve the limit, and may be regulatory or
non-regulatory.
It is important to note that this is not a linear process. The values and objectives workstream
provides a package of values and draft freshwater objectives. The regional forum workstream will
then take this package and consider the appropriate limits and methods that could achieve these
draft objectives.
The Regional Forum was established in April 2019, and is a group of community-based individuals
who will advise Environment Southland’s council on how we can achieve the communities’
aspirations for freshwater. Members of the forum will consider the specific policies and rules as well
as the on-ground initiatives required to make change and improve Southland’s water and land for
generations to come.

2 This includes the ‘national values’ in Appendix 1 of the National Policy Statement for Freshwater (2017) and any others
identified by the community
3See
https://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/fresh-water/guide-attributes-appendix-2-national-policy-statementfreshwater on the Ministry for the Environment website for detail on attributes and setting freshwater objectives.
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1.1

People, Water and Land Programme - Te mana o te Tangata, te Wai, te Whenua

The People, Water and Land Programme is an integrated approach to manage freshwater in
Southland incorporating change within communities and a regulatory framework to improve our
land and water.
Vision:
Inspiring change to improve Southland’s land and water
Me whakaohooho tangata hei tiaki taiao o Murihiku
The People, Water and Land Programme - Te mana o te Tangata, te Wai, te Whenua is a partnership
between Environment Southland and Te Ao Marama Inc (the Ngai Tahu ki Murihiku natural resource
agency) and recognises that people, businesses and organisations will be required to adapt their
activities to reduce the adverse effects that their activities have on the environment. This is critical
to set Southland up to be more resilient and sustainable into the future and to meet (or better) the
requirements of the NPS-FM.
The People, Water and Land Programme has three workstreams:
1.
2.

3.

Action on the Ground - focusing on activities that support practical steps to improve our
water and land at the farm and catchment scale, as well as learning and sharing information.
Values and Objectives - engaging Southlanders in conversations about values and
objectives, and listening and sharing information about our environment and communities.
This was achieved with the Share Your Wai engagement initiative. The workstream is the
focus of this report.
Regional Forum - establishing a community-based regional forum that will advise
Environment Southland’s council on the methods to achieve the communities’ aspirations
and objectives for freshwater (including limits). The forum will provide a “feedback loop” for
Southland communities, both listening to communities and sharing information.

This report focuses on the values and objectives workstream, which was established to determine
community values and objectives for Southland’s freshwater. It is closely connected with the
Regional Forum workstream and provides guidance to the Action on the Ground workstream.
Determining the values and objectives for each catchment or Freshwater Management Unit is
therefore a key component of setting water quality and quantity limits for Southland. Engagement
with the community on values and objectives also plays a key role in raising awareness of freshwater
and the challenges in this space, as well as the upcoming process on methods and limits. A process
diagram for this workstream is included in Appendix 1.
This report has been divided into two main sections. Phase 1 of this workstream describes the initial
information gathering projects, the results of which fed into Phase 2: development of the Share Your
Wai campaign.
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2.

Phase 1: Information gathering

Phase 1 of the values and objectives workstream was aimed at first building internal capacity in
order to cement Environment Southland’s engagement style and support staff interested in this
area. During phase 1 we also spent time looking at data that was already available on values and
engagement methods before designing the engagement programme.

2.1

Building internal capacity

When developing our community engagement campaign, Environment Southland was keen to
develop its engagement practices and cement a recent change in in how it does engagement. This
meant moving away from using predominantly “town hall” style meetings to an approach focused
on engaging on the community’s terms, in spaces where they feel comfortable and in control.
To assist with this and to build more internal capacity, a cross-organisational engagement group was
established to support the community engagement campaign. The group’s role included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

helping to develop the engagement plan;
testing the tools and materials that will be used;
being the public face of the programme at supermarkets and community events;
providing logistical support for public engagement activities;
taking part in opportunities to develop engagement/facilitation skills and become part of an
Engagement Community of Practice at Environment Southland;
leveraging already established connections with community groups;
playing the role of “ambassador” for the People, Water and Land Programme.

Staff were invited to put their names forward if they had an interest in engagement and progressing
the organisation’s skills in this area, had relationships with or were members of groups or
organisations that we could connect with to reach different audiences (such as service organisations
or catchment/landcare groups), and provided they had agreement from their managers.
Sixteen staff put their names forward from all areas of the organisation and the group held its initial
meeting in early November 2018.
At this meeting, a number of ground rules were agreed. Those ground rules were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

active listening;
respect for each other and ideas/views;
commitment;
open discussion;
book meeting dates for the group well in advance;
capture holidays in calendars so we know when people are unavailable;
use Te Ao Marama Inc offices as a meeting venue, as well as Environment Southland offices;
create space where everyone feels able to put ideas forward;
have fun;
cake/kai at each meeting.
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The group also discussed learnings from previous community engagement that would be useful to
consider for this work:
Engagement learnings
Kai and other incentives

Have good facilitation and enable everyone to
participate

Go to them (places they are
comfortable)

Use different knowledge frameworks

Be very upfront about agenda

Allow stories to come through

Tailor conversations

Be aware of different communities (may need
different questions/terminology)

Have the right people (engaged and
enthusiastic)

Make it about “us” – we’re all in this together

Be open to different opinions

Be aware/respectful of emotion

Keep yourself safe

Be aware/accept that some people have an ‘axe to
grind’

The group was involved in a number of workshops to help design the engagement process, and were
offered training to support their participation and confidence in the engagement activities.

2.2

Existing research and values

There is a significant amount of work that has already been done to collect community values for
freshwater in Southland. For example, the report Regional planning context for identifying values
and developing draft freshwater objectives for Southland outlines the values captured in regional
and national planning documents, as well as various other sources. The Values and Objectives
workstream was therefore designed to confirm any movement in these values and identify any gaps.
Most recently, Environment Southland engaged with the community on their favourite swimming
spots 4. This engagement provided a range of views on great swimming spots in Southland, but also
identified a range of reasons why people choose not to swim at different locations. This
engagement also allowed us to test an approach that combined a hard copy survey form with an
online engagement tool – the latter being a new system for Environment Southland. A low level of
engagement was achieved.
Early in 2018, the Southern Field Days event was held near Gore, Southland. Environment Southland
has had a presence at this event for a number of years and occupies a large site where there is room
for displays and interactions with the community. In 2018, the communications team at
Environment Southland led an engagement activity that asked people to share something about why
The final swimmability targets summarises the information collected during the swimming engagement.
https://www.es.govt.nz/repository/libraries/id:26gi9ayo517q9stt81sd/hierarchy/aboutus/meetings/2018/December/2018%2012%2012%20council%20meeting/Council%20Agenda%20%202018%20December%2012.pdf#page=92 (Item 6 page 92)
4
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Southland was important to them 5. The activity centred around a large map of Southland on a table,
which people could put pins into to mark their favourite places. They then completed a one-question
survey about their reasons for selecting a particular spot, which then put them into a draw for a
prize. A total of 678 people took part in the exercise. While not specifically focused on freshwater,
this was the key theme that came out in the responses, identifying water as of central importance to
the area (other themes included community, personal connections, lifestyle and recreation and
environmental protection and sustainability).
The success of the map table meant it was considered to be a useful approach to carry forward into
the values and objectives workstream.

2.3

Process

To develop the engagement campaign, we undertook a range of methods to gather information. It
was agreed at the outset of the workstream that research was critical to underpin the engagement
design. This information gathering process included a literature review, interviews with key
stakeholders and three focus groups.
2.3.1

Initial information gathering: Research to underpin engagement design

In designing our community engagement campaign, we agreed that using the best information
available was critical. To achieve this, we engaged Research First 6 to help develop a solid base on
which we could make informed decisions.
The research design was focused on achieving a community driven process in order to produce
ownership of the issues and solutions, growth of community knowledge, production of stronger
networks, wider community understanding of issues and viewpoints and a greater sense of empathy
and community.
The project was initiated with an information gathering stage that would provide the context behind
and shape the design of a wider community engagement project for the Values and Objectives
workstream.
The aims of this initial information gathering project were to:
1.
2.
3.

start the conversation;
understand how best to engage people in the conversation;
ensure that the engagement plan was designed to reach not just those that are typically open
to engagement with Environment Southland, but also a wider section of the Southland
community that do not typically connect and engage.

5 Report on the results of this engagement activity is available here:
https://waterandland.es.govt.nz/repository/libraries/id:1tkqd22dp17q9stkk8gh/hierarchy/Reports/Values%20and%20obje
ctives/What%27s%20important%20to%20you%20-%20Southern%20Field%20Days%20Report%20%20Research%20First.pdf
6 Research First is one of New Zealand’s leading research companies. They are recognised for delivering evidence based
insights that support the development of strategies that change attitudes, drive desired behaviours, and inform policy.
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The project was designed to meet the IAP2 Core Values for Public Participation 7:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

public participation is based on the belief that those who are affected by a decision have a
right to be involved in the decision-making process;
public participation includes the promise that the public’s contribution will influence the
decision;
public participation promotes sustainable decisions by recognising and communicating the
needs and interests of all participants, including decision makers;
public participation seeks out and facilitates the involvement of those potentially affected by
or interested in a decision;
public participation seeks input from participants in designing how they participate;
public participation provides participants with the information they need to participate in a
meaningful way;
public participation communicates to participants how their input affected the decision.

This information gathering phase was developed with three parts and ran from June to August 2018.
The three parts were:
•
•
•

Part 1: Literature review of learnings from other areas;
Part 2: Seven in-depth interviews with key stakeholders;
Part 3: Three focus groups.

Literature review
A rapid evidence review by Research First compiled evidence on public perceptions of water, issue
areas and the key learnings from other engagement processes in New Zealand. This ensured
learnings from other projects were taken into account when shaping of the community engagement
process for Southland.
The literature review concluded that the engagement process should be governed by the following
principles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

inclusivity (wide public involvement);
active participation;
transparency and accountability;
integration (incorporate iwi engagement at an early stage, avoid polarising approaches
e.g. between urban and rural communities, actively fostering understanding);
efficiency (e.g. build on existing relationships and not impeding effective action);
flexibility and responsiveness;
competence.

The literature review highlighted positive outcomes where engagement was active, informal and
integrative.
In-depth interviews with key stakeholders
Six representatives from a range of sectors were involved in in-depth interviews to provide an initial
overview of the values and issues critical to key sectors, as well as their own views as Southlanders.

7 https://www.iap2.org.au/about-us/about-iap2-australasia/
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While this was not inclusive of all interest groups, the information gathered provided strong
indicators for each sector area. The wider engagement plan for the People, Water and Land
Programme would provide opportunities for other organisations to be involved.
Participants interviewed for this stage of the project included:
Sector
Iwi
Recreation
Tourism
Farming
Infrastructure/Economy
Communities

Organisation
Te Runanga o Awarua
Fish & Game
Great South
Fed Farmers and DairyNZ
Southland Chamber of Commerce
Gore High School

Active focus groups
A key learning from the literature review was the need to foster understanding through community
engagement. The focus group research was designed to avoid processes that could create “us and
them” (especially urban vs rural) divisions. It was important to create an inviting, local approach
that aimed to build connections and identify collective goals. Groups were hosted at a dairy farm, a
sheep and beef farm and Murihiku Marae during August 2018.
Recruitment of focus group participants was co-ordinated by Research First, and was deliberately
designed to mix different members of the community from different geographic areas of Southland.
There was a split of people from urban and rural areas in each group and a mix of knowledge levels
around water quality and water management. The “traditional” focus group structure that would
have divided these populations into separate interest groups (e.g. urban/rural/farming) is a design
that polarises opinion and does little to support the principle of empowering community action
through understanding.
Focus group interactions also moved away from usual designs of a “round table” discussion in a
closed meeting room. Focus group activities were active in design, and included walking around a
farm to view examples of freshwater management. This prompted discussion by immersing
participants in a different experience. The benefits of this approach include:
•

•
•

Integration & Active Participation:
 Fostering a shared understanding and educating across groups; creating empathy as a
starting point and removing barriers to conversation created by a lack of knowledge.
 Removing the difficulties in talking about something where people don’t want to offend or
don’t want to get it wrong, so don’t talk.
Inclusivity:
 A more informal and engaging grass roots approach that attracted a wider profile of
participants and those that do not normally engage.
Flexibility and responsiveness
 Tapping into the pride and passion in farming in the region.
 Engaging with the region’s cultural values.
 Talking to the region’s love for the land.
 Providing a different way to engage. A method that is on participants’ terms and in
participants’ language to build capability and trust, enable and promote creativity and
empower communities with a common goal.
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The design of the focus group activities received very positive feedback from participants as a way to
encourage involvement. They held greater appeal to participants than a “traditional” round-table
focus group, and were seen as a good way to engage those that would not normally engage.
Overall, the in-depth interviews with key stakeholders and active focus groups highlighted:
•
•
•
•

•

younger people are hugely influential in behaviour change amongst adults. Children push their
parents on issues so working with schools/groups will be important;
a face-to-face approach was welcomed by those that engaged at this stage;
smaller groups were preferred; public meetings were perceived to “just turn into slanging
matches” rather than facilitating conversation;
varied communication methods needed to be used to identify values: interactive electronic
tools, local media, word of mouth, direct engagement. Pockets of communities with high
awareness and engagement can be used to start the talking, to lead conversations and engage
others;
engagement with community research may be lower amongst lower socioeconomic groups
that need to prioritise ‘getting by’, busy urban and rural residents and youth. Targeted
approaches to include these groups need to be designed.

Reports are available on the website: http://waterandland.es.govt.nz/about/rolling-out-peoplewater-and-land/values-and-objectives

2.4

Outcomes of the community engagement campaign

In setting up the community engagement campaign, a number of other outcomes were identified
beyond the requirement of providing a set of community values and draft freshwater objectives for
the People, Water and Land Programme workstreams. These additional outcomes include:
•
•
•
•
•

building engagement capacity within Environment Southland;
raising awareness (of water and land issues, different value sets, and the process we are
undertaking);
improving reputation (raising profile) of Environment Southland;
connecting with the right people (diverse audiences and those that do not typically engage);
being able to inform other workstreams (Regional Forum and Action on the Ground).
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3.

Phase 2: Establishing the Share your Wai campaign

Following a review of the “information gathering” stage of the project outlined above, a
comprehensive engagement plan was designed to incorporate the key learnings and
recommendations. A key outcome of this was the establishment of the Share your Wai campaign.
When developing this campaign, we acknowledged what the research in phase 1 told us: that for the
results to truly reflect residents’ values we needed to go to our audiences (rather than expecting
them to come to us), find ways to connect more with those who do not normally engage
(e.g. younger people and lower socio-economic groups) and use a hands-on activity wherever
possible.
An engagement plan reflecting these learnings was developed. We selected community events
where we knew there would be a diverse range of people attending e.g. A & P shows are often
dubbed “where the country meets the town” and have young and old attending. The presence at
supermarkets and the likes of Mitre 10 Mega were a chance to be where a mix of socio-economic
groups would be present. Where possible, we used a table with a large map of Southland on it to
incorporate an ‘active’ element to the engagement.

3.1

Principles

Following on from the research phase and the recommendations, we agreed to some key principles
in designing and delivering our engagement programme:
•
•
•
•

3.2

transparent and responsive – meaningful and responsive engagement builds trust and
confidence in our ability to deliver;
encourage openness – we’ll provide a safe environment to explore new ideas, and make sure
engagement is effective and relevant;
set clear expectations – set expectations about the purpose of the engagement and how much
influence people will have over the outcomes;
plan and prepare carefully - through adequate and inclusive planning, ensure that
engagement serves both a clearly defined purpose and the needs of the participants.

Audiences

It was important that we identified the different audiences that made up our community and used
the research findings and our own methods to ensure we connected with them. The aim was for
them to not only share their values, but to also help spread the word about the campaign to
encourage others to put forward their ideas.
Key audiences included:
•
•
•

community groups e.g. catchment groups, river liaison committees and service organisations;
tangata whenua – a separate Maori values programme was developed and implemented by
programme partner Te Ao Marama Inc;
wider community, but more specifically those who do not typically engage. The research
indicated we should focus efforts on this group in mixed settings (rural and urban combined),
with experiential activities (i.e. on a farm or with an activity), and do as much face-to-face as
possible;
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•

3.3

stakeholders such as the other local councils, industry bodies including Beef+Lamb and
DairyNZ, the NZ Landcare Trust and Department of Conservation.

Senior leadership and Council support

Gaining senior management and council support for our approach was identified as a key step in the
success of the programme. For example, the Values and Objectives workstream was a standing
agenda item at each People, Water and Land Programme steering group meeting, staff at all levels
were offered the opportunity to participate in the engagement activities, and councillors were
updated and provided with information and dates for events at each Strategy and Policy Committee
meeting from December 2018 through until March 2019. A number of councillors and senior staff
took part in the various engagement events over the course of the campaign.

3.4

Methods

The Share Your Wai campaign, incorporating the learnings from the research already outlined,
consisted of four key activities. They were:
•
•
•
•

engagement at supermarkets/large retail stores;
engagement at public events;
online survey option;
focus groups (different from Phase 1 focus groups).

Additional engagement activities were also included for young people (children and youth) and the
elderly.
3.4.1

Surveys

To develop the values and objectives required for the next stages of the People, Water and Land
Programme, we recognised that we needed both qualitative and quantitative data. The engagement
tools used were designed to ensure we gathered a mix of both types of data. Each method on their
own has merits, but by combining both, we are able to gather a much more comprehensive and
contextual understanding of the values our communities’ hold for freshwater.
Quantitative data provides specific results, allowing us to build a picture of broad patterns 8. Several
questions in the survey were designed to get specific data, for example, by asking about the places
people enjoy and also places people avoid and why. This last question used a tick-box response of
options.
Qualitative (open) questions can help to confirm and expand on the quantitative data. Qualitative
data provides a wider understanding of people’s actions and perceptions. In this case, we asked
questions about why water was important to them, their vision for the future, and what actions they
thought could be undertaken to improve freshwater.
Survey development
The questions for the survey were developed using some recent examples of similar successful
surveys; namely the survey undertaken by Catchments Otago reported in Our Lakes: How the
8

Overton and van Diermen (2003: 32)
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communities of Queenstown and Wanaka use and value their lakes 9 and the Environment Southland
favourite swimming spot survey 10. The questions were then peer reviewed by Research First to
ensure the survey tool could provide robust and reliable evidence.
Sampling
The sample produced is a self-selected, rather than true random sample as participants choose to
complete the survey or seek out the survey to complete. Self-selected samples for local and regional
government surveys tend to over-represent certain groups:
•
•
•

people who are more engaged with and more knowledgeable about community issues;
people who hold strong positive or negative views about an issue or the organisation
responsible (or perceived to be responsible) for it;
older age groups.

To minimise the risks of over-sampling these groups and skewing the data, the survey needed to be
accessible to all our key audiences and they needed to be encouraged to engage. The following
sampling strategy was implemented deliberately targeting the harder to reach “unengaged” groups:
1.
2.
3.

use of a range of locations to collect data – e.g. community events that attract a diverse range
of residents (A&P shows); locations with high foot traffic from all socio-economic groups
(supermarkets and large retail stores); at council events like the Enviroschools hui
offering options for survey completion - we decided to use both a hard copy form and an
online form. This ensured people could complete the survey in a medium they were
comfortable with and at a time that suited them;
using diverse channels to advertise the survey with the aim of reaching the wider population.

Engagement at public events
The large map table was once again hired, and the map already created for the Southern Field Days
earlier in 2018 was reused. This gave us an activity for people to do while initiating a conversation
about values and asking them to complete the survey. People were asked to place pins into the map
to acknowledge water places important to them. Some chose to place pins in coastal areas (the
People, Water and Land Programme only extends to estuaries with the remainder of the coastal
environment outside the scope of the programme), but this information is useful to other projects
being run by Environment Southland.
In addition to these activities, we also identified two audiences (youth and elderly) who would
require different engagement methods to ensure their values were incorporated.

9

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5701abd4356fb07515058187/t/5aa85b27e2c4839970ff1150/1520982872936/Our
_Lakes_Report_final_.pdf
10 https://www.haveyoursay.es.govt.nz/swimmingspots
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Figure 2: One example of the 40 events attended throughout the Share Your Wai campaign. This
was a standard set up for events where we had more space. Note the map table, pull-up banner
and branded t-shirt.
Data quality
As previously noted, the survey sample was self-selected (not truly random) therefore a number of
strategies were employed to minimise sample bias and ensure an accurate representation of
community opinions. The recommended minimum sample size for a random sample, regional
survey is 380 responses (providing data with a maximum error margin of +/-5% at the 95%
confidence level). Sample sizes should be increased when random sampling cannot be used and
error margins cannot be applied to estimate sample quality. A sample size of roughly
1,000 responses with a robust data collection strategy should provide representative results. A total
of 1,026 people completed the survey, with staff estimating that at least another one to two people
took part in the interactive map table exercise for every survey completed. In addition, there were
around 100 entries in an art/photo competition.
The advice from the independent research company providing assistance with this workstream is
that the data is likely to provide a robust indication of community views overall. This is because the
number of responses is relatively high, the range of events attended means the survey was available
to a large and diverse number of the Southland population and wide-reaching marketing and
incentives were used to help attract respondents.
It should be noted that the survey was framed to discover community opinions rather than business
opinions. Whilst business owners are likely to be represented in the sample, the survey results do
show limited coverage of the values for water related to industry and economic growth.
Additional representation of business views was achieved through the key informant interviews
conducted as part of the initial information gathering stage by Research First. These interviews
gathered detailed, in-depth information from participants representing a range of sectors and the
information has been included in the overall analysis of the engagement data.
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3.4.2

Focus groups

Focus group sessions to complement the information generated by the survey were held during
April and May 2019 in different areas of the region (based on catchments).
The design of this element of the engagement was based on the initial identification of the
importance of integration, active participation and meeting participants on their terms.
Participants were recruited to attend each session through a list generated by the survey (people
could tick they were interested in doing focus group sessions as part of the survey), community
group contacts, a list of people interested in participating in research in the region held by an
independent research company and networking new contacts in each area. Each group represented
both urban and rural residents. Participants were also screened to ensure people with a range of
knowledge levels on water management planning and with differing perceptions of the main causes
of water issues were represented.

Invercargill
Gore
Gorge Road
Otautau
Winton
Te Anau
Tuatapere

Number of
attendees
14
13
12
14
8
11
15

The focus group sessions provided an opportunity to delve deeper into the community conversation
about water. In particular, they explored similarities and differences between the survey responses
for the region and the various catchments, and generated additional data to sense check the
package of values, attributes and draft freshwater objectives being developed for the Regional
Forum by staff. Key discussion points included:
•
•
•

what values you think need to be represented in the region’s water management plans;
what measures you think are relevant and should be used for monitoring;
how far off those measures you think the region is and how quickly you believe action needs
to be taken.

To ensure the data from the focus groups was able to be developed into this package, science
translator expert, Ned Norton, was brought in to work with staff on how to shape the activities at
the focus groups and how to analyse the data following their completion.
The focus groups were co-hosted by the Environment Southland team and an experienced
moderator from the independent research company, Research First. Having a third-party presence
was important to achieve the aims of transparency and accountability in the engagement process.
The co-hosting training and facilitation process was effective in raising capacity at Environment
Southland whilst also guaranteeing objectivity in the running of the sessions and in the way feedback
was recorded.
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Figure 3: Staff trial an engagement method ahead of the Focus Group sessions.
The focus group sessions were trialled internally before running them with members of the public.
Councillors and Te Ao Marama board members also participated in the proposed activities for the
focus groups.
As a result of this trial and the first focus group session in Gore, three activities were settled on to
delve into the information we had collected. Two were facilitated conversations. The first was
around what the participants’ valued about their areas and waterways, e.g. their connections to
places and waterways and what was important to them including the activities they like to be able to
carry out there, or would like to but don’t for whatever reasons. The other discussion, carried out at
the third activity with the group, centred around their vision for the future and how fast change
needed to occur.
The second activity of each focus group involved participants’ prioritising measures they would use
to assess a site for a particular activity. Participants were given three coloured sticky dots and asked
to put the dots onto the measure they would most likely use to decide if a place was suitable to
carry out an activity. Each of the focus groups used the same list of measures (one each for “Rivers,
Lakes and Streams” and one for “Estuaries”). If participants felt that a measure they would use was
missing, then it was added to the list. All focus groups ran this exercise for swimming and then
fishing (using a different coloured dot for each activity) and then facilitators selected another activity
that had come out of their earlier discussions. Pilot sessions trialled the exercise using values that
were not activity based (e.g. community water supply) as well as activity based. However, people
tended to struggle with values that were not activity based therefore a decision was made to stick to
activity based values for the exercise.
Hot drinks and snacks were provided at each focus group and all participants were given a petrol
voucher as a way of thanking them for their time and to cover some of their travel costs.
The focus group locations were – Gore and Gorge Road (Mataura catchment), Winton and
Invercargill (Oreti catchment), Otautau (Aparima catchment) and Te Anau and Tuatapere
(Waiau catchment). Fiordland and the Islands (including Stewart Island/Rakiura) was also identified
as a location for consultation activity, however lower population density in these areas made them
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less suited to the focus group approach. Time and resource constraints also played a part in not
being able to go directly to these communities. The national significance of these areas meant that
participants in the seven areas where focus groups were held did discuss these areas during their
consultation process. Residents in the Fiordland and the Islands areas had the opportunity to
participate through the digital platform and an additional postcard drop was used (response rates
from the postcard drop were low).

Figure 4: Environment Southland councillors and Te Ao Marama Inc board members also
completed the 'measures' activity to understand the activity the focus groups would be
undertaking.
3.4.3

Engaging youth and the elderly

Youth engagement
The youth engagement element was designed to encourage young people to take part in an easy
way that could also identify why water is important to them. The approach included:
•
•
•

a photo competition open to all age groups;
attendance at Youth Council meetings;
attendance at the Enviroschools hui.

The photo competition could be entered online via our digital engagement platform
(haveyoursay.es.govt.nz). It sat alongside the online survey under the same branding, but people
could upload a favourite photo at a freshwater location or activity on a map and answer a few
questions about their photo to share their story.
Those entering the photo competition were in the draw for a $200 voucher for each of the
three categories (Children, Youth and Open). Students attending the Enviroschools Hui were also
invited to create a drawing about their values for water. 100 entries were received in the art and
photo competition. Jack Crean won the art competition, Georgia Hawke was the winner of the Youth
section of the photo competition and Tony Shepherd won the Open section. No entries were
received for the Children’s section of the photo competition.
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Figure 5: Winner of children’s artwork competition by Jack Crean
In addition to the photo competition, staff also presented at two of the three Youth Council
meetings in the region (Southland District and Invercargill City). The presentation included a short
summary of the Share Your Wai campaign and a discussion about how Environment Southland could
engage more with youth, particularly in the freshwater space. Members of the youth councils were
encouraged to complete the survey and to share it among their networks.
At the end of March, staff had the opportunity to engage with over 100 primary-aged students at
the Enviroschools hui held in Gore. Parents and teachers were encouraged to complete the survey,
while students were asked to complete a picture depicting their favourite waterway, activity or why
water was important to them. Some students took the opportunity to say a few words about their
art on camera (available here: https://www.haveyoursay.es.govt.nz/shareyourwai).
Following the hui, the artwork was judged by two staff members. As there had been no entries into
the online photo competition in the Children Section, the prize was used for the winner of this art
competition instead.
Elderly engagement
It was acknowledged that our engagement activities need to reach a wide audience, but that
capturing the stories and experiences of some of the older members of our communities would
require a different approach. Rest homes were one option considered as a way of capturing this
information, however time and resources were limited in getting to these places.
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One approach we were able to trial was to visit Age Concern in Invercargill. Four days a week,
around 50 people visit Age Concern for lunch and activities like bingo, bowls and crafts. Two staff
visited during the hour before lunch was served and sat down and had conversations with a small
number of the patrons. The conversations provided a very rich source of information for further
communications activities, with historical information, locations, activities, values and change all
coming through. Participants were from across Southland and from a range of backgrounds and
were generally very keen to have a chat and share their thoughts. Notes from these visits are
available on: https://www.haveyoursay.es.govt.nz/shareyourwai.

3.5

Pilot programme

Internal pilot
From the research we understood that resourcing for this sort of engagement was going to be
difficult, so an internal working group was established [see Building Internal Capacity above].
Purpose of internal pilot:
•
•
•
•

test and refine our engagement methods for supermarkets/events prior to public launch;
staff/councillors/TAMI board members provide input into the Share Your Wai campaign and
photo competition;
test the questions both on the paper form and online;
raise awareness of the PWL programme and this stage of the programme with
staff/councillors/TAMI board members.

To do this we held an all-staff talk where the campaign was presented and staff were asked to
complete two different versions of the survey. This allowed us to test a number of different
questions or wording of questions. The same was done with councillors at a workshop.
The map table was also erected in the council café, and staff were encouraged to put pins in it to
denote some of their favourite freshwater places.
Following the internal pilot, a preferred set of questions was determined. This decision was based
on the quality of the information gathered in the responses.
External pilot
The external pilot focused on testing three types of engagement methods and target groups.
However, due to the timing over Christmas and New Year the community meetings were not
completed in the way initially intended. We were able to test the supermarket location and an event
for engagement and to test the survey. Both aspects were deemed to be successful for further
rollout. Initial plans also included hosted meetings, where people from various groups like
catchment groups and river liaison committees could come and focus on key questions in an open
“café style” format. This format was not tested, but rather it was decided that this would instead be
split into two areas. One, attending meetings hosted by others to talk about Share Your Wai during
the campaign, and two, more specific catchment-based focus group discussions would be facilitated
following the close of the survey period.
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Methods and considerations
1.

2.

3.

Local shops (e.g. supermarkets/shops)
 Small number of staff required
 Collateral/equipment – tablets, printed material, survey, pens
 Targeting our wider population, typically unengaged
 Display collateral to be compact as space was likely to be tight and/or windy
 Incentivise with small giveaways, and larger prize draw
Events (e.g. market days, shows)
 Use large map – if there is space
 Use marquee and partner with others who can help draw people in if possible
 Targeting wider population – engaged and unengaged
 Power – possible to run short video or to charge tablet if available
 Incentivise with small giveaways, and larger prize draw
Community meetings (attending hosted meetings)
 Open with short presentation
 Small number of staff required – but consider the audience and how many people
needed
 Break up into smaller groups and focus on key questions if time allows
 Encourage individual survey completion
 Leave behind printed copies and postcards with web address

Pilot activities
Both the internal and external pilots ran in December 2018. We attended the Wyndham A&P Show
where we partnered with the 3 Rivers Catchment Group and Emergency Management Southland.
We booked a stall at the Riverton Twilight Markets and were outside the Riverton supermarket the
following day asking people to complete the survey. The Invercargill Santa Parade was seen as a
great opportunity to raise awareness of the beginning of the campaign, as well as to raise the profile
of Environment Southland.
Briefing sessions were held with staff involved to cover off key messages, how to handle grumpy or
aggressive behaviour and the practical aspects of an event such as parking and ticketing (see
Appendix 3).
We also attended the Esk Street Christmas Market where we were able to engage with a wide
variety of urban Invercargill residents, many of whom would not have engaged with Environment
Southland previously.
The final activity in the trial was the Waihopai School planting event, which was an evening for
students and their families to come together and celebrate the end of their school year and their
learning on water.
The online survey was also available throughout this trial period, and was available on tablets at the
various events to complete as well as for people to complete at home.
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Figure 6: To help raise awareness of the campaign we participated in the Southland Santa Parade.
Staff and helpers handed out postcards with the survey website address on them as we walked
the parade route.
3.5.1

Pilot programme assessment

In November 2018, Social Scientist, Will Allen, was brought in to assist with the thinking on
evaluating the pilot programme, as he has a vast amount of experience in this area. He has been
assisting with the monitoring and evaluation for the wider People, Water and Land Programme and
in November we gathered the engagement group together to work with Will on outlining an
evaluation framework for the Values and Objectives workstream. Alongside this, a rubric was
created specifically for the engagement part of this workstream.
A rubric is a scoring tool used to evaluate the quality of our activities. It outlines the specific
outcomes you want to achieve, and then describes each at a level of success. See Appendix 5.
The engagement team came together at the end of the pilot period and used the rubric assessment
tool to provide some evaluation of the pilot. See Appendix 6.
Feedback from the pilot was very encouraging with a high level of engagement at almost all events.
The main concern from staff who took part was ensuring there were enough people to set-up,
manage and take down the site at the conclusion of the event. This was addressed in the planning of
future events.
An assessment of the questions and responses was also completed to ensure that the information
we were receiving would deliver on our objectives.
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Key questions asked at the team debrief
•
•
•
•
•

Is the map and survey combination valuable, interactive, engaging for people?
Are people happy to complete the survey without the map?
Which tool (map, survey, online) encourages the most conversations?
Are the questions the right questions? Are we getting the information we need?
What additional material/questions are needed to satisfy participants?

As a result of the feedback received and analysis of it, some key changes were made to the survey:
1.
2.
3.

questions were re-ordered to ensure a better flow for the reader;
the “example answer” in the table below the second question (Your important places) was
removed to avoid influencing the responses;
two questions asking people to rate their awareness were removed as the responses added
little value to the overall objectives of the survey, and the question regarding their main
source of information was also removed for this reason.

Rosters were completed for future events with set-up and pack-down staff prearranged.
Notes from the engagement group debrief meeting are included in Appendix 4.

Figure 7: Engagement group team meet to debrief and assess the pilot.
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3.6

Share Your Wai campaign delivery

The Share Your Wai engagement campaign was fully rolled out in January 2019 with an extensive list
of events and meetings to attend (see Appendix 7).
Over the campaign period to the end of March 2019, staff supported by councillors attended close
to 40 community events to engage Southlanders in conversations about what they want for the
region’s water bodies, now and in the future.
3.6.1

Promotion

To promote the campaign and our attendance at various events, an extensive promotions
programme was undertaken. The aim was to encourage a wide variety of people to complete the
survey, talk to us at events and to understand more about the process and why we need values
information.
A full range of channels was used to spread the messages including paid advertising in print (both in
the major dailies and the many weekly papers that cover Southland), radio, online (through our
website, news sites, apps and on social media).
We also used email contacts, the Environment Southland e-newsletter list and the Environment
Southland Facebook page to support the paid advertising.
In March, postcards about the survey were sent out as an additional reminder to all
42,000 households in the region.
3.6.2

Branding

The Share Your Wai campaign name was turned into a brand for the project and was able to be used
on all promotional material, giveaways and staff t-shirts. From previous engagement activities we
have learned that ensuring our staff are visible has benefits not only for those interacting with us,
but also for health and safety purposes as we are able to keep easy track of the team and who they
are interacting with.
To incentivise the completion of the survey, a range of branded merchandise was created to
giveaway. These included sunscreens with a carabineer, Frisbee, lip balm and pens. Staff involved in
the pilot noted that these giveaways were very well-received. In addition, we provided a single
major prize of a Real Journeys’ experience trip for two into Doubtful Sound to one randomly
selected person who completed the survey – either online or in hard copy.
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Figure 8: Some of the branded giveaways used during the campaign.

3.7

Related programmes

Iwi values programme
In addition to the wider community engagement programme, Te Ao Marama Inc has led a specific
Māori values collection programme. This will be reported to the November 2019 meeting of the
Regional Forum and shared with the public later in 2020.
Southland Water Story
Alongside these phases is the Southland Water Story, which is a programme designed to share our
knowledge on water.
Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

To introduce and share background information on Southland’s water.
Provide layered information that is easily accessible for different audiences.
Review existing and establish new channels and audiences for communication.
Raise awareness of water quality and quantity issues.
Includes “Environmental health baseline” outputs.

Initial regional and catchment infographics have been developed. Further work is underway to
develop the layers of information sitting below this 11.
11

http://waterstory.es.govt.nz/
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4.

Results/Discussion

Key learnings have emerged from the campaign that will assist in further establishing the
Environment Southland engagement style and building on for future engagement campaigns. Most
of the key learnings are centred on things that happen prior to any actual engagement taking place.
Setting the campaign up well from the outset is critical to its success.
Leadership commitment
Undertaking a project like this one is not possible without the support of your chief executive, senior
leaders and councillors. Gaining their support at the outset of the campaign has been vital to
gathering the staff support from across the organisation, and being able to make swift decisions
when changes were needed.
Planning
IAP2 provides an excellent base from which to formulate an engagement plan. We followed the
Design, Plan, Manage model, which set us up to deliver a carefully thought out engagement plan.
Spending time in the initial steps in the design phase (understand context, scope project) meant we
were able to recognise the need to undertake research, which provided a solid base from which to
build the next phases of the plan. All too often, in engagement processes we skip these steps and
undertake activities we have always done because we know how to do them. By taking the time to
design the engagement well, we were able to capitalise on the research and carry out engagement
activities that were different to what we have done before, reaching a wider audience, and that
achieved our aims.
Resourcing
Having leadership commitment to the programme and to this campaign meant that we were able to
use people from across the organisation to help deliver the engagement activities. The number of
people and the time it takes to co-ordinate the activities should not be underestimated. Plans need
to be in place for the safety and wellbeing of those delivering engagement. Our approach was very
labour-intensive, so having a pool of people to call on was one of the key success factors. Ensuring a
reasonable number of skilled/experienced engagement professionals are involved to support those
that are new to engagement is also important. This helps to provide continuity across the events,
ensures activities go as planned and provides a consistent way of carrying out on-the-go evaluation.
The project leader and the wider communications team were pulled in repeatedly to provide this
function and support the engagement. We also provided training opportunities for those that were
new to engagement, and this opportunity to upskill was highly valued by the team.
Incentives/prizes
People love an opportunity to win something, and free things – no matter how small – are always
appreciated. The prize we offered for completing the survey was worth quite a lot (around $1,500).
Feedback from some discussions with those completing the survey suggested that the prize was very
appealing, but it is also likely that a prize of lesser value would still have provided an incentive to
enter. Having the giveaways, particularly the Frisbee, which amused the children while the parents
complete the survey also worked really well. We would consider this for future engagement
activities.
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KISS
We started out with the principle to keep it simple. There were many decisions around our events
that could have been made that would have changed our plans, but we always came back to what
was simple and achievable given the time and resourcing available. Considering this principle each
time one of these decisions points came up was incredibly important in keeping the campaign
manageable.
Sharing learnings
As we are working through the information gathered from the campaign, we can see that those who
responded to the survey have provided a wide range of thoughts, ideas and views that are relevant
to a range of other projects and even to other councils. We plan to share as much of the
information we can with those who could use it for their projects.
Ongoing involvement
The survey provided an opportunity for people to indicate that they would like to stay informed,
participate in further research on water, or become more involved in a number of ways. The names
of this pool of people have been collated and we will be making contact with them to ensure they
are aware of future opportunities to share their views.
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Appendix 1: Values and Objectives workstream process diagram
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Appendix 2: Internal engagement group
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Appendix 3: Key messaging for staff
Share Your Wai – campaign messaging
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Share Your Wai is a joint Environment Southland and Te Ao Marama Inc campaign aimed at
understanding more about what we want for our waterways, now and in the future.
There are two easy ways to Share Your Wai. Complete the survey (either online or in hard
copy), or share a photo from your favourite spot and tell us a bit about it.
Survey entries will go in the draw to win a Real Journey’s Experience and other great prizes.
Photo competition entries will be judged and a winner will be selected from each of the three
categories (Child, Youth, Open)
Over the next couple of years, key decisions need to be made on the state of our waterways
and estuaries for our children and grandchildren. [We need to set water quality and quantity
limits.]
This will have implications for us all. How much it costs to treat our wastewater, stormwater
and drinking water, and what controls there are around land use activities will be important
parts of these decisions.
You can register on the Council’s engagement website www.haveyoursay.es.govt.nz to Share
Your Wai – your ideas on what is important, photos of your favourite places and to receive
updates on the programme.
The People, Water and Land Programme is about taking the next steps to improve Southland’s
water and land. It is a partnership with Te Ao Marama (as the environmental arm of Ngai Tahu
ki Murihiku) and takes a “mountains to the sea approach: ki uta ki tai”. The programme’s
vision is ‘inspiring change to improve Southland’s water and land’.

[Some people may remember and ask about the activity at the Southern Field Days, which used the
same map.]
•
In February, at the Southern Field Days, we asked people what was important to them in
Southland. We are now taking this a step further and seeking more information about the
freshwater places and activities that are special to them.
Angry punter suggestions (this hasn’t really been an issue, but just in case)
LISTEN (most of the time these people are just frustrated and wanting to vent their anger)
•
Neither agree nor disagree (particularly if they are bagging another part of the organisation) –
you may only need to nod or comment along the lines of “it sounds as though you are really
frustrated” or “I hear your concerns”.
•
Don’t feel you have to solve the problem – if they would like you to do something, take notes
of the issue and their contact details (if they would like someone to get back to them) and
advise you will pass onto the relevant people.
•
If you ever feel unsafe, exit the situation. We have tried to mix up those attending so there
will usually be a senior staff member present that you can handover to.
•
Remember we are one organisation and it is important to present a united front.
•
Don’t take it personally.
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Appendix 4: Notes from Values and Objectives pilot debrief –
14 December 2018
What is working well?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The map table is a drawcard and provides an opportunity to approach people/start a
conversation.
The prize(s) is motivating.
Starting a conversation with “would you be interested in sharing your opinion”, “are you a local”
or similar is more effective than “are you interested in doing a survey”.
The banner was very effective (until it was destroyed by the wind!).
Having someone man the main stand and others “roving”.
T-shirts.
Giveaways.
Co-locating with a catchment group.
“2 people” as a minimum approach.

Ideas for improvement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Take more people (e.g. relevant Land Sustainability, Biosecurity & Biodiversity, Catchment staff
for an area and Councillors).
Use the iPad.
Take more clipboards, copies of the survey and people (move to a “3 people plus” approach).
Seek advice on whether we should get individuals to complete the survey themselves or do this
for them (does this introduce a bias?).
Use additional people for set up/pack up.
Make sure people are putting their time down to code so we can measure the true cost of the
work.
Use rocks to weigh down gear.
Have shorter flags and more wind resistant marquee.
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Appendix 5: Rubric for engagement campaign
Format
Offline
Online

Poor
- Paper survey is not easy
to use/complete and
people comment on
how difficult it is
- Paper survey is too time
consuming and people
fail to complete it
- Online form is not easy
to complete and people
comment on how
difficult it is

Materials
and - Staff are uncomfortable
information
talking with public and
(staff
knowledge,
are unprepared to
preparation)
manage difficult
conversations
- Staff feel uninformed,
not well-briefed
- We don’t have relevant
information available or
the information we do
have for the public isn’t
useful and doesn’t
answer their questions
Resourcing
- Staff are reluctant to
Group
volunteer
- Staff feel they don’t
Time
have permission to
support the project
- Numbers of staff
volunteering means we
aren’t able to complete
all events
- Questions are not
Responses
answered
- Significant change
required before moving
from pilot to full
campaign
- Questions not suitable
for getting information
needed
- Responses not useful for
informing the forum
- People willing to
Target audiences
participate are those
that are already
engaged
- Different venues/events
don’t reach target
audiences and provide

Good
- People complete the paper
survey, but we receive some
negative comments
- Staff need to help people to
complete the form
- Online form is simple to find
and complete. We receive
positive feedback on this.
- Some use the online form at
events instead of the paper
form

Great
- Paper survey is simple and
easy to complete, and
people happily complete it
themselves
- Online form is easy to find
and complete, and is done
so at all events

- Staff are well-briefed and
- Staff are confident to
prepared for their task
engage in all kinds of
- Staff feel they can discuss a
conversations
- We receive positive
range of issues/topics
feedback on our staff and
- The information we have
our approach
available for people is useful
and used, and goes some way - The information available is
sought after by the public
to raising awareness of the
and raises awareness of the
programme/issues
programme/issues

- Staff happy to volunteer but
admit impact on other
commitments
- Number of volunteers
matches the number of
events planned

- More staff volunteer than
are needed
- Time required for events is
not seen as
onerous/disruptive to other
commitments
- Staff have fun while
contributing

- Some change required to
move from pilot to full
campaign
- Majority of questions in each
survey are answered
- Answers provided are useful
for informing the forum

- All questions in survey
answered, and photos
shared in competition
- Values and objectives are
clear from the feedback
received
- Responses give spatial
information
- Little change is required to
move from the pilot to the
full campaign
- We reach a large number of
people who haven’t
engaged with council
before
- We reach a wide range of
diverse audiences

- Some people participate who
aren’t already engaged
- Positive feedback received on
attending different
venues/events
- We reach some diverse
audiences (measured through
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Incentives, prizes

Poor
Good
the diverse responses
staff reflection and online
needed
registration information)
- Reach less than half of
- We gather over 4,000
the 5,000 target
responses
responses
- Prizes and giveaways
- Prizes and giveaways are an
don’t entice people to
incentive for people and they
complete the survey
are keen to complete the
- Prizes and giveaways
survey
reflect negatively on
council – i.e. spending
and detract from survey.

Great
- We gather over 5,000
responses

- Prizes and giveaways are
well received
- Word-of-mouth means
people seek us out to
complete the survey
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Appendix 6: Assessed rubric for engagement campaign
Format
Offline
Online

Poor
- Paper survey is not easy
to use/complete and
people comment on
how difficult it is
- Paper survey is too time
consuming and people
fail to complete it
- Online form is not easy
to complete and people
comment on how
difficult it is

Materials
and - Staff are uncomfortable
information
talking with public and
(staff
knowledge,
are unprepared to
preparation)
manage difficult
conversations
- Staff feel uninformed,
not well-briefed
- We don’t have relevant
information available or
the information we do
have for the public isn’t
useful and doesn’t
answer their questions
Resourcing
- Staff are reluctant to
Group
volunteer
- Staff feel they don’t
Time
have permission to
support the project
- Numbers of staff
volunteering means we
aren’t able to complete
all events
- Questions are not
Responses
answered
- Significant change
required before moving
from pilot to full
campaign
- Questions not suitable
for getting information
needed
- Responses not useful for
informing the forum
- People willing to
Target audiences
participate are those
that are already
engaged
- Different venues/events
don’t reach target

Good
- People complete the
paper survey, but we
receive some negative
comments
- Staff need to help people
to complete the form
- Online form is simple to
find and complete. We
receive positive feedback
on this.
- Some use the online form
at events instead of the
paper form
- Staff are well-briefed and
prepared for their task
- Staff feel they can discuss
a range of issues/topics
- The information we have
available for people is
useful and used, and goes
some way to raising
awareness of the
programme/issues

Great
- Paper survey is simple and
easy to complete, and
people happily complete it
themselves
- Online form is easy to find
and complete, and is done
so at all events

- Staff happy to volunteer
but admit impact on other
commitments
- Number of volunteers
matches the number of
events planned

- More staff volunteer than
are needed
- Time required for events is
not seen as
onerous/disruptive to other
commitments
- Staff have fun while
contributing

- Majority of questions in
each survey are answered
- Answers provided are
useful for informing the
process to come

- All questions in survey
answered, and photos
shared in competition
- Values and objectives that
need to be developed for
the process to come are
evident from the feedback
received
- Responses give spatial
information

- Some people participate
who aren’t already
engaged
- Positive feedback received
on attending different
venues/events

- We reach a large number of
people who haven’t
engaged with council
before
- We reached a wide range of
diverse audiences

- Staff are confident to
engage in all kinds of
conversations
- We receive positive
feedback on our staff and
our approach
- The information available is
sought after by the public
and raises awareness of the
programme/issues
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Poor
audiences and provide
the diverse responses
needed
- Reach less than half of
the 5,000 target
responses
Incentives, prizes

- Prizes and giveaways
don’t entice people to
complete the survey
- Prizes and giveaways
reflect negatively on
council – ie spending
and detract from survey.

Good
- We reach some diverse
audiences (measured
through staff reflection
and online registration
information)
- We gather over 4000
responses
- Prizes and giveaways are
an incentive for people
and they are keen to
complete the survey

Great
- We gather over 5000
responses

- Prizes and giveaways are
well received
- Word-of-mouth means
people seek us out to
complete the survey
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Appendix 7: Event list
December
What
ES internal muffin talk/survey
Councillor update/survey
Rotary session
Wyndham A&P Show
Santa Parade
Riverton Twilight Market
Riverton Supermarket
Esk Street Christmas Market (Invercargill)
Waihopai school event/planting (evening)
TAMI Board update/survey

When
23-Nov
28-Nov
30-Nov
1-Dec
1-Dec
7-Dec
8-Dec
10-Dec
14-Dec
17-Dec

January
What
Winton A & P Show
Crank-up

When
19-Jan
26 & 27 Jan

February
What
Gore A&P Show
Te Anau Supermarket
Winton Supermarket
Waiau A&P Show
O-Week SIT
Otautau Car Show
Mataura River Fly Fishing Day

When
2-Feb
5-Feb
7-Feb
9-Feb
11-Feb
23-Feb
23-Feb

March
What
Southland A&P Show
Children's Day (Invercargill)
Countdown Waikiwi
Matarua RLC meeting
Oreti RLC meeting
Aparima RLC meeting
Waimatuku RLC meeting
New World South City
Catchment Group Forum
Waiau RLC meeting
ICC Youth Council

When
2-Mar
3-Mar
4-Mar
7-Mar
8-Mar
11-Mar
11-Mar
12-Mar
12-Mar
12-Mar
13-Mar
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Age Concern visit
Makarewa RLC meeting
Southern Farmers Market
Waituna RLC meeting
Te Anau RLC meeting
SDC Youth Council
Mitre10 Mega Invercargill
Gore Supermarket (Countdown)
Pak N Save
Enviroschools Hui

14-Mar
15-Mar
17-Mar
18-Mar
19-Mar
20-Mar
22, 23, 24 Mar
26-Mar
27-Mar
28-Mar
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